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Abstract

We examine the effect of Norwegian supply shocks on the global oil
market and evaluate the environmental consequences. In our research
question, we seek to find out how the global oil market will react if
we have a shutdown of Norwegian oil production. The background of
Norwegian oil production is discussed, along with previous and ongoing
debates on the topic. A shutdown can have different effects depending
on whether it is temporary or permanent. To evaluate the effect of a
temporary shutdown of Norwegian oil production, we first look at oil
market variables after a strike on Norwegian oil platforms in 1986. The
strike resulted in a price increase of 27%. Second, we generalize the
mechanism by constructing a structural VAR model. Our results show
that a shock similar in size to the 1986 strike in today’s context raises
the oil price by 6.5%. Long-term global oil production was unchanged
in both cases. We apply a conditional forecast to analyse the effects of
permanent shocks to Norwegian oil production. Our results suggest that
the oil price responds greatly to this shock, while global oil production
increases in the first nine months before decreasing and stabilizing at a
lower level. We find that less oil is produced in the shutdown scenario,
implying that a shutdown may lead to beneficial outcomes for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions.
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1 Introduction

Crude oil is a vital source of energy that powers the global economy.
In recent years, there has been growing awareness of the urgent need to
transition away from fossil fuels to mitigate the harmful effects of cli-
mate change. As an oil-producing country, Norway plays an important
role in this transition.

Fossil fuels are the largest contributors to climate change, accounting
for more than 75 percent of greenhouse gas emissions (United Nations,
n.d). To achieve the objective of limiting global warming to below 2°C
as set forth in the Paris Agreement, it is necessary to acknowledge that a
significant proportion of the world’s fossil fuel reserves cannot be burned
and must remain unextracted. The problem is that the costs of taking
action to mitigate climate change, such as transitioning to renewable
energy sources or reducing own production, are borne by each country.
At the same time, the benefits of a healthier environment are shared by
all countries. Since there are no global regulations to lower fossil fuel
extraction, countries have limited incentives to act. In this thesis, we are
trying to answer if Norway nevertheless can have an effect on global oil
production and thus global CO2 emissions by shutting down domestic
production.

Our research question is: How will the global oil market respond if Nor-
wegian oil production were to be shut down? We will use empirical
results to argue whether Norwegian climate actions can create a posi-
tive impact on greenhouse gas emission reduction. We hypothesize that
a Norwegian supply shock will encourage higher oil prices but leave no
significant reactions from global producers, reducing net emissions to
some extent.
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To evaluate our hypothesis, this thesis includes an analysis of a strike
on Norwegian oil platforms in 1986, a structural vector autoregressive
(SVAR) model, and a conditional forecast (CF). The strike, caused by
kitchen workers on Norway’s offshore oil rigs, led to a shutdown of sub-
stantial parts of Norwegian production. This gives us the opportunity to
analyze how oil variables react to an exogenous Norwegian supply shock,
giving plausibility to the interpretation of our analyses. Our structural
VAR is constructed to answer if we can expect the same reactions con-
ditional on a data sample running from 1st of January 1974 to 31st of
December 2019, as we did in 1986. By employing a conditional forecast,
we can simulate a persistent event where Norwegian production is con-
strained to zero on impact. This allows us to investigate the effects on
global production and the price of oil.

Our findings show that a permanent shutdown of Norwegian oil produc-
tion will have no effects on CO2 emissions in the short run but have a
beneficial impact from around nine months after the shutdown. The real
price of oil is highly affected by a shutdown and increases from 22 $/bbl
to around 90 $/bbl over a two-year period, before decreasing again. We
also find that a temporary shutdown of Norwegian oil production results
in short-term increased oil prices and no long-term response in global
production.

The following section covers Norwegian oil history, relevant literature
and recent debates, before briefly discussing supply vs. demand, and
lastly, temporary vs. permanent supply shocks. Section 3 is about the
1986 strike. Section 4 includes the method, approach, and results for
both the structural VAR and the conditional forecast. Lastly, in Section
5, we conclude and motivate further research.
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2 Background and important research

2.1 Background

Since production on the Norwegian continental shelf started in the early
1970s, the value of oil and gas production has contributed over 18,000
billion to Norway’s gross domestic product measured in today’s currency
(Norsk Petroleum, 2023). Since 1996 the income from the Norwegian
petroleum industry has been transferred to The Government Pension
Fund, which invests the money (Norges Bank, 2019). The money pro-
vides a stable source of income for the government that is used to support
public spending and investment projects, including infrastructure, edu-
cation, healthcare, and public pensions. The fund aims to ensure that
both current and future generations benefit from petroleum revenues.
For 2023, the Norwegian government will have an estimated net cash flow
of around NOK 1,384 billion from the oil industry (Norsk Petroleum,
2023). The peak of Norwegian oil production was in 2001. Since then,
production has been approximately halved (see Appendix A.2, Figure 9).
However, total petroleum production has remained relatively constant
due to increased natural dry gas production. In 2021/2022, 94 Norwe-
gian oil fields were in use, and 88 new fields were assessed for potential
oil extraction. The petroleum sector is by far Norway’s most signif-
icant industry, employing around 200,000 people. It is estimated that
only half of the total recoverable resources on the Norwegian continental
shelf have been extracted, meaning that Norway has the opportunity to
continue its petroleum production for many more years.

These benefits come with an environmental cost. Burning fossil fuels re-
leases carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere.
These gases trap heat and contribute to the warming of the Earth’s
surface. In 2020, crude oil alone contributed 32% of global greenhouse
gas emissions (IEA, 2021). In light of these environmental impacts,
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there have been calls for a reduction in oil consumption. Ryggvik and
Rosendal (2021) claimed that if Norway wants to be an active con-
tributor to reaching the UN’s climate goals, down-scaling of petroleum
activity on the Norwegian continental shelf should start immediately.
They suggest that Norway should put an end to new explorations of oil
fields and that the government should tax oil companies harder. Among
the political parties in parliament, there are divided views on petroleum
production. Parties like Arbeiderpartiet and Høyre want to develop and
adapt the petroleum industry, not discontinue it, while Fremsktittspar-
tiet wants an expansion (NRK, 2021). Venstre, Sosialistisk Venstreparti,
Rødt, and MDG are among those parties that want Norway to stop look-
ing for new oil fields. They want to remove tax benefits for oil companies
and force cuts in emissions from oil and gas production (NRK, 2021).
Our thesis seeks to fit into this debate.

Although the environmental costs of fossil fuels are large, there are sev-
eral reasons for Norway to continue oil and gas production. The first
one is the obvious monetary aspect discussed previously. Huge parts of
the Norwegian economy are built around oil, and income from export is
essential for Norway’s current welfare. Secondly, Norwegian petroleum
contributes to geopolitical stability. The majority of the world’s oil
and gas resources are controlled by countries without democratic gover-
nance. By moving production from Norway to these countries, we give
more power and influence to non-democratic countries. Further, the war
between Russia and Ukraine in 2022, and the following energy crisis in
Europe, have highlighted the importance of energy self-sufficiency. An-
other dimension is that the petroleum industry in Norway is important
for the development of new technologies, especially in the energy sector.
The Norwegian Ministry of Petroleum and Energy highly encourages
research and development, and companies can get support and funds
from The Research Council of Norway. Technological breakthroughs in
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the energy sector are extremely important for a green future, so it is
essential that oil production is carried out in countries that reinvest in
R&D. Lastly, there is the theoretical possibility that a stop in Norwe-
gian petroleum production does not affect global CO2 emissions due to
increased supply by other producers.

2.2 Related literature and ongoing debates

The standard approach to address the externality problem associated
with fossil fuel use has typically been through taxation on demand.
Such a tax is normally a fee on carbon emissions from the production of
goods and services, often referred to as the Pigouvian tax. The intention
is to highlight the hidden social costs of greenhouse gas emissions and,
in turn, reduce demand for products that are carbon-intensive. Other
demand-side policies are the EU’s Emissions Trading System (EU ETS)
and Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) (European Coun-
sil, 2022). There has previously been relatively little focus in the lit-
erature on supply-side policies for fossil fuels compared to demand-side
policies. However, recently there has been an increase in theoretical re-
search on limiting fossil fuel production (Ahlvik, 2022), and we want to
contribute to this research.

Fæhn et al. (2017) have previously estimated that a halving of Nor-
wegian oil production could lead to an oil price increase of around one
percent in the long-term. The authors write that a higher oil price will
reduce the demand through direct and indirect effects. For oil produc-
ers, a higher price will make oil extraction more profitable, and supply
will increase. These two forces are working in opposite directions, and
the outcome is a result of price elasticity in the oil market. The sensi-
tivity of oil demand will depend on the price of close substitutes for oil
consumption, such as coal, gas, and renewable energy, as well as people’s
opportunity to reduce energy use. For supply, the sensitivity depends
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on the cost of searching for and developing new profitable oil fields and
the costs of increasing production on existing fields. The literature does
not give an unambiguous answer to the different elasticities in the oil
market, and the estimates vary quite a lot. In Fæhn et al.’s. study
from 2017, they review a substantial part of the empirical literature on
long-run elasticities. While emphasizing that a consensus estimate of
the different long-run elasticities in the oil market is difficult to nail
down, they landed on a benchmark demand elasticity of -0.5 and a sup-
ply elasticity for non-OPEC countries of 0,5 (Fæhn et al., 2017). There
is also the issue that the results in these studies are highly sensitive to
the choices of elasticities. These authors also consider that a reduction
in oil production will be met by increased consumption of other types
of energy and that the environmental result will depend on what type
of energy this is. The article concludes that a total shutdown of Nor-
way’s oil production would increase oil prices by about 2 percent in the
long-term and that the price effect would be slightly larger in the short-
term. The paper also suggests that the most cost-effective approach
for achieving global reductions in greenhouse gas emissions within a do-
mestic context would be to shift approximately two-thirds of planned
demand-side abatement efforts to supply-side measures, specifically re-
ducing oil extraction (Fæhn et al., 2017).

Rystad Energy (2023) recently published a report challenging Fæhn’s
(2017) findings and concluding that increased Norwegian oil production
results in lower global greenhouse gas emissions per barrel. Rystad’s
calculated effects from increased future oil production on the Norwe-
gian continental shelf show that approximately 90% of production goes
to replace or out-compete other oil production, while 10% is absorbed
through increased demand. In the report, the emission effect of increased
Norwegian oil production is broken down into the following three steps:
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1) Increased demand (10%) will contribute to increased emissions from
end-use and combustion of oil, equivalent to 42 kg of CO2 per barrel of
new oil production delivered to the market.1

2) Increased oil demand (10%) is expected to displace electric vehicle
use due to lower oil prices. The avoided emissions from reduced power
generation for transport amounts to 16 kg of CO2 per barrel of new oil
production delivered to the market.
3) Emissions from increased Norwegian oil production (with electricity
from shore) and decreased foreign outcompeted oil production yield a
reduction of 52 kg of CO2e2 per barrel.

Taken together, steps 1–3 results in a net global emissions reduction of
26 kg of CO2e per barrel. The achieved climate effect is a combina-
tion of low demand response in the oil market and significantly lower
emissions from Norwegian production compared to the outcompeted oil
production (Rystad, 2023). The report concludes that increased Nor-
wegian gas production will partially replace coal consumption, resulting
in even lower total greenhouse gas emissions.

The credibility of Rystad’s report has been questioned on the basis that
it was commissioned by the Norwegian Ministry of Petroleum and En-
ergy. As a counter, the environmental protection organization WWF,
Naturvernforbundet, Natur og Ungdom, and Greenpeace came together
and commissioned Vista Analyse AS to write their own report on the
same matter. Vista’s report was published in March 2023, one month
after Rystad’s, and concluded that increased Norwegian oil production
results in a net increase in global emissions, regardless of scenario and
time horizon (Riekeles, 2023). Their findings show that the net increase
in emissions is 47 kg CO2e per barrel of oil extracted in Norway in the
baseline model and 90 kg CO2e in the low-emission scenario. This shows

1By comparison, burning one barrel of oil emits 419 kg of CO2.
2CO2e is a collective term for all greenhouse gasses.
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that calculating the net emission effects of increased Norwegian oil and
gas production is complex. The effects depend on several uncertain fac-
tors, and different estimates of these will give different results. Such as
differences in the computation of consumption effects, the influence on
other producers, the types of substituted energy sources and their as-
sociated emissions, the increase in Norwegian domestic emissions from
production, and how these variables evolve over time. Rystad and Vista
have, for example, used different estimates for demand elasticity. Based
on a review of 11 studies, Rystad estimates the demand elasticity to be
-0.11. Vista uses the result from a meta-study of 75 research papers that
estimate a demand elasticity of -0.26. Different choices of parameters
like this will give different conclusions. The ongoing debate underscores
the importance of considering the climate impact of the Norwegian oil
industry, providing additional motivation to pursue our research ques-
tion.

Ahlvik et al. (2022) also examine supply-side policies in the oil mar-
ket. They discover that companies respond to taxes by reducing oil
exploration, specifically that a one percentage point higher royalty rate
decreases oil exploration by 3%. These taxes increase the oil price,
which has long-term distributional impacts on the oil market. The au-
thors observe that the surplus is moved from consumers to producers
and governments, compared to a case where all production-based taxes
are removed (Ahlvik et al., 2022). They also analyse a hypothetical
supply-side policy regarding a climate royalty on new oil discoveries.
Their results indicate that if a single price-taking country were to apply
it, such a policy would only have an effect of 9–20% of the intended
emission reduction. This is because of oil market leakage due to in-
creased supply as a result of higher oil prices. Further, they argue that
this leakage could be avoided if the royalty is adopted globally. The
authors discovered that emission was reduced almost linearly when a
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global climate royalty surcharge is set beyond today’s tax level. They
estimated a reduction of around 0.16 GtCO2 per percentage-point in-
crease in the rate (Ahlvik et al., 2022). This essentially means that if
one country reduces its oil supply, the emission reduction is very small,
and we would need a global agreement on supply to get the desired effect.

The paper by Ahlvik et al. (2022) also comments on short and long-
run supply elasticities. The authors find that the oil supply is very
inelastic in the short run, which is consistent with previous literature,
i.e., Baumeister and Hamilton (2019) who found the short-run oil supply
elasticity to be 0.15. However, given the nature of climate change, the
long-run elasticity is more important. The paper looks at oil exploration
and estimates a long-term supply elasticity of 1.96, which is higher than
previous literature typically suggests (Ahlvik et al., 2022). The paper
only takes into account the direct leakage through the oil market. A
likely reason for the higher estimate is that they look at oil exploration
and not production. A second one is that markets may respond more to
taxes than price changes if taxes is seen as more permanent in the long
run.

2.3 Supply vs. Demand

Before going any further, it will be useful to look at what the literature
on oil markets views as the main drivers of oil price fluctuations. The
work by Hamilton (1983; 1985) speaks in favor of supply shocks being
the biggest driver of oil prices. Kilian (2009) later challenged these find-
ings and used a structural VAR method to argue in favor of the demand
side. The debate is still ongoing and highly relevant.

In his influential work in 2009, Lutz Kilian made significant contribu-
tions to understanding oil prices and the role of demand and supply
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shocks. Kilian’s research emphasized the importance of distinguish-
ing between different types of shocks, particularly demand and sup-
ply shocks, in explaining oil price movements. He argued that demand
shocks, stemming from shifts in global economic activity and consumer
behavior, played a substantial role in driving fluctuations in oil prices.
Kilian’s research on oil price shocks between 1973 and 2007 reveals that
supply disturbances were generally short-lived. However, the impact of
demand shocks, including changes in global activity and expectations of
future oil supply, was significant. Kilian argues that even during physi-
cal supply disruptions, it is the precautionary demand component that
primarily drives price increases, rather than the supply shock itself. Im-
portantly, Kilian’s results contradict Hamilton’s perspective, suggesting
that the supply side is less important.

Hamilton’s view on oil supply shocks centers around the idea that ex-
ogenous factors, such as wars and conflicts in oil-producing regions, play
a significant role in causing fluctuations in oil prices. In his research pa-
pers from 1983 and 1985, he sought to explain why oil prices consistently
spiked just before U.S. recessions based on post-war data. According to
Hamilton, these price surges were not primarily driven by domestic eco-
nomic conditions or the U.S. business cycle. Instead, he argued that
external disruptions to oil supply, particularly in regions with signifi-
cant oil production, were the primary drivers of these price fluctuations.
In a more recent paper, Baumeister and Hamilton (2019) revisit the role
of oil supply and demand shocks in the context of VAR models. They
recognize that traditional identification strategies often rely on strong
assumptions, which may lead to biased estimates and potentially mis-
leading interpretations. To address this concern, they use a Bayesian
approach that incorporates insights from economic theory and allows
for a more robust identification of shocks. With this framework, they
revisit earlier studies on oil supply and demand and discover supporting
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evidence for the role of both factors in influencing oil prices, however
they conclude that supply factors seem to be more important. They also
find that supply shocks in oil markets lead to a subsequent reduction in
economic activity, while price increases due to increased oil consumption
demand have minimal impact on economic activity.

The literature on oil markets offers divergent perspectives on the main
drivers of oil price fluctuations. Ultimately, a comprehensive under-
standing of oil price dynamics requires considering both supply and de-
mand factors and the dynamic interplay between the macroeconomy and
the oil market. The ongoing debate highlights the complexities of the
oil market and the need for nuanced analyses.

2.4 Temporary vs. permanent supply shocks

This paper examines the effects of both a permanent and a transitory
supply shock on Norwegian oil production. It was recently discussed by
Rebei and Sbia (2021) that these shocks have different effects on global
oil market variables. Knowledge about this is important to interpret our
findings.

Permanent oil supply shocks are sustained shifts in oil supply that per-
sists over a long period and is hard to reverse. This could be due to a
variety of factors, such as fundamental changes in production, techno-
logical advancements, geopolitical events, and so on. An example of a
historical event resulting in a persistent supply shock was the Iranian
Revolution of 1979. The revolution caused a significant reduction in oil
production, accounting for 7% of world production at that time (Fed-
eral Reserve History, 2013). Consequently, oil prices started to rise in
mid-1979, and by February 1981, they reached a local all-time high of
$39 per barrel, up from around $16 per barrel before the revolution. It
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is worth noting that the supply disruption resulting from the Iranian
Revolution may not have been the only cause of the rising oil prices.
Some of the rise can also be attributed to the fear of further disruptions
and speculative hoarding (Federal Reserve History, 2013). Nevertheless,
the event did stimulate non-OPEC oil production, with increased in-
vestments in exploration and production, which helped bring oil prices
back down. However, global production did not fully recover until 1990,
a decade after the Iranian Revolution.

Transitory oil supply shocks refer to temporary oil supply shifts ex-
pected to be resolved relatively quickly. These shocks are usually caused
by temporary disruptions such as geopolitical tensions, weather events,
or refinery outages. An instance from history that illustrates a transi-
tory supply shock is the reduction in oil production following Hurricane
Katrina in 2005. The severe damage caused by the hurricane to U.S.
refineries led to an increase in oil prices by approximately 7%, accord-
ing to our data on oil prices. The shock classifies as transitory because
it does not change the fundamental situation in the oil market over a
longer period. Then-sitting President George W. Bush intervened by
releasing 30 million gallons of oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve
(SPR), which helped stabilize the prices (CFR, 2005). Another example
of a temporary event is the 1986 shock to Norwegian production, which
we will delve into in Section 3.

To investigate how the oil price and oil availability react to a permanent
vs. transitory shock, Rebei and Sbia (2021) applied a vector autoregres-
sive model with unobserved components. Their findings indicate that
both transitory and permanent oil supply shocks have similar qualita-
tive effects on the variables, but the magnitude of the responses and
the timing of the highest impact can differ between the two types of
shocks. By studying a one percent increase in the structural shock to oil
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production, they found that a transitory shock tends to generate more
significant contemporaneous effects on oil availability than a permanent
shock. As oil availability increases more on impact, we also see larger
contemporaneous effects on the oil price in the temporary case. Further,
oil availability response fades within eight quarters for a transitory shock
compared to a permanent shock where the response is persistent. The
persistence of oil price effects is comparable for both types of shocks, but
transitory shocks seem to generate longer-lasting effects. Lastly, their
findings suggest that permanent shocks exert a more prolonged impact
on global output, resulting in a larger cumulative response (Rebei &
Sbia, 2021).

We find Rebei and Sbia’s results valuable but want to question their
results regarding persistence in oil prices. We believe that permanent
oil supply shocks will have a longer-lasting impact on oil prices than
temporary shocks. This is because when there is a permanent supply
shock, oil agents know that the increase in oil availability will be sus-
tained, so they adjust their behavior more gradually, and the impact on
prices is less immediate. In contrast, when there is a temporary supply
shock, agents know that the increased availability will be short-lived, so
they adjust their behavior quickly, driving prices back up faster. It is
also worth mentioning that Rebei and Sbia’s results show that oil prices
recovered with the same amount (7%) for both shocks, implying that
the difference in persistence originates from the contemporaneous effects
on oil availability.

Another plausible reason for the differences in oil price persistence is ef-
fects through changed output. Gross domestic product (GDP) affects oil
prices through its impact on demand for oil. Increased GDP stimulates
economic activity, leading to increased demand for energy, including oil.
As demand for oil rises, prices tend to increase, resulting in a faster
recovery for oil prices.
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3 1986 Oil Strike

We can analyse historical exogenous shocks to Norwegian oil production
to investigate the effect of a shutdown in the Norwegian sector. Such an
event study will enhance the interpretability of our model findings and
make it easier to judge their validity.

On April 6th, 1986, a strike by kitchen workers forced a temporary shut-
down of several Norwegian oil rigs (Meland, 2020). The strike resulted
from failed wage negotiations between the catering workers’ union and
the employer’s federation of the Norwegian oil industry. Around 3500
workers were evacuated from the oil rigs, resulting in a shutdown of
62% of Norwegian oil production (Caldara et al., 2019). At that time,
Norway produced 900,000 barrels daily, making up 1.5% of the world’s
oil output (Lyngve, 1986). The cut in Norwegian production resulted in
a 0.97% decrease in global oil supply (Caldara et al., 2019). On April
25th, the Brundtland III Cabinet decided the case should go to the
compulsory wage board3, and oil production was immediately restored
(Meland, 2020).

The strike, an unexpected event from outside the oil industry, caused
an exogenous shock to Norwegian oil production. Caldara et al.’s paper
from 2019 also classifies the shock as exogenous, making it a useful event
study for investigating the impact of a Norwegian oil supply shock. To
assess the impact of the shock on the oil market, we first had to de-
termine the timing at which the market became aware of the kitchen
workers’ strike. A comprehensive search in newspapers between March
20th and April of 1986 was conducted to determine the timing of the
news coverage. We used Atekst (2023) and Nasjonalbiblioteket (2023)

3The compulsory wage board is a government-established body that intervenes
in negotiations between the parties in a labor dispute if a strike is considered to be
a danger to "vital societal interests".
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to find newspapers published in Norway, and Newspaper.com (2023) for
newspapers published in the U.S. The search focused on papers contain-
ing the keywords "oil," "strike," and "Norway." Relevant newspapers
were manually checked, counted, and allocated to their respective dates.
Doing this gave us an image of when the national and international mar-
kets became aware that Norwegian oil production would be halted. The
results, along with the oil price between March 14th and April 15th, are
plotted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The oil price is displayed as a line with corresponding val-
ues on the left Y-axis. The light gray bars indicate relevant Norwegian
newspapers, while the dark gray ones indicate American newspapers.
The right Y-axis shows the corresponding numbers. We stopped count-
ing newspapers after April 8th because, at this point, the market was
well aware of the strike. 14.03.86–15.04.86, daily frequency.

News about the oil strike first surfaced in Norway on April 1st and sub-
sequently reached the international market with a slight time lag. A
New York Times article from April 7th, 1986, writes, "When the possi-
bility of the strike became apparent last Friday, the price of Brent crude
oil, a benchmark grade, advanced to $12.20 a barrel, up $1.20 from the
previous day’s price" (Lohr, 1986), which indicates that the market was
not aware of the strike before early April. The graph also illustrates a
significant 27% increase in oil prices between April 1st and 7th, going
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from $11.30 to $14.35. As we can see, the increase in oil prices is con-
sistent with the period when news about the strike came out. However,
we cannot say with certainty that the entire 27% increase is due to news
about the Norwegian production cut. The oil price was already at a
local minimum on April 1st, largely due to a failed OPEC meeting on
March 24th (Woldsdal, 1986). OPEC ministers met to agree on pro-
duction quotas to push the price up, but when the meeting collapsed,
the price declined instead. Recovery from this, and natural fluctuations,
may also have contributed to the price rise. However, to our knowledge,
there were no other significant happenings between April 1st and 7th
that could influence the oil price, making it reasonable to believe that
news about the Norwegian strike played a significant role. A United
Press International news article from April 25th, 1986, tells us that the
oil price also responded to the strike ending: “North Sea oil prices nose-
dived Friday as Norwegian oil workers ended a 21-day strike that has
removed 900,000 barrels a day of oil from the glutted world market”
(Liston, 1986), which is further evidence that the oil price responds to
Norwegian production.

There were no significant changes caused by the strike regarding global
oil production. According to data obtained from the Energy Informa-
tion Administration (EIA), there was a minimal increase in global pro-
duction from 55,162 TBPD to 55,266 TBPD between April and May
1986. Conversely, Norwegian production declined from 861 TBPD to
324 TBPD during the same period. Given that Norwegian production
is a component of global production, it can be argued that since global
production did not decrease, production must have been augmented else-
where. If this supposition holds, it becomes evident that other suppliers
intensified their production to compensate for the demise of Norwegian
production. Another explanation for the absence of changes in global
production could be attributed to natural fluctuations in production.
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Despite the fact that the strike resulted in a 62% reduction in national
production, its impact on global production amounted to only 0.97%,
as stated previously. Monthly variations in global production exceeding
1% are not uncommon and can be responsible for the rebound in global
production. This suggests that other suppliers did not respond to the
demise of Norwegian oil production. It is hard to determine whether or
not the strike had a beneficial effect on net emissions without knowing
the reason for unchanged global production. If the first stated reason is
true, net emissions will remain unchanged as other suppliers would fully
compensate for the reduction. On the other hand, if the latter reason
holds true, the strike had a beneficial effect on net emissions, but this
effect is hard to observe in the raw data due to fluctuations. To answer
our research question, it is important to identify the true reason for the
rebounded production.

According to The New York Times (Lohr, 1986), the oil market per-
ceived the strike as temporary, without affecting the fundamental situ-
ation of the oil market. To further ascertain the veracity of this claim,
we have analysed certain key indicators in the West Texas Intermedi-
ate (WTI) futures market. If the market perceives the production stop
as temporary and expects the supply to return to normal shortly, we
might observe a backwardation4 in the futures market. The behavior of
short-term5 futures contracts can also reveal insight into the market’s
belief regarding the strike’s duration. If the prices of near-term futures
contracts are relatively stable or only experience a temporary increase,
it may suggest that the market believes the production strike to be a
short-term event.

4Backwardation: When the spot price of a commodity is higher than the futures
price.

5Futures contracts that have a duration of up to the 12th position are classified
as short-term or near-term.
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Figure 2: Plot of the 1st, 2nd, 6th, and 11th position of the NYMEX
WTI futures prices in deviations from the WTI spot price for Crude oil.
01.01.86–25.06.86, daily frequency. The shaded area marks the strike.
Y-axis: Deviations from spot in dollars.

Through the computation of the difference between the WTI spot price
and futures prices across different positions, an analysis of their rela-
tionship surrounding the strike was conducted, as illustrated in Figure
2. The figure shows that during the period between the 22nd of Jan-
uary and the 20th of April, the market was predominantly in a state of
contango6, and in backwardation for the rest of the sample. Notably,
the data reveals an intriguing trend of the market converging from con-
tango to backwardation during the strike, particularly evident in the
6th and 11th positions.7 This phenomenon can be attributed to the
realization in the market that the strike would be of a temporary na-
ture. The precipitous increase on April 16th was a consequence of a
swift decrease in the spot price where the 6th and 11th position futures
contracts demonstrated a comparatively tardy reaction as opposed to
the 1st and 2nd position. The near-time futures contracts also look

6Contango: When the futures price of a commodity is higher than the spot price.
7The 11th position was chosen due to lack of data on the 12th position future

contracts from the date 01.07.1986–31.07.1986.
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relatively stable without any notable deviations during the strike (see
Appendix A.1), strengthening the argument that the market viewed the
strike as a temporary event.

Previous literature (see Baumeister and Hamilton 2019, Caldara et al.
2019) argues that the short-run oil supply is very inelastic. This is also
the case in April 1986 where the actual price elasticity of supply is calcu-
lated to be 0.087.8 Therefore, given that the market believed the strike
to be temporary, it is assumable that oil suppliers did not react to the
shock and that the lack of change in global production is due to natural
fluctuations.

In conclusion, our inquiry into the oil market pertaining to the Nor-
wegian strike has yielded valuable insights. Our findings suggest that
the shock had a significant impact on the price of oil. The oil price is
known to be highly volatile and responsive to market changes and news.
Over the 7-day period when news about the Norwegian strike surfaced,
the price rose 27%. Total global production did likely fall as Norwegian
production fell. This is however hard to conclude with certainty, as we
cannot observe what global production would have been in April 1986 if
the strike had not happened. By reading newspapers from 1986 and in-
vestigating the WTI futures market, we found that the market believed
the strike to be temporary. It is, therefore important to state that a
more persistent shock of greater magnitude may induce a reaction from
other oil-producing countries, dampening the effect on global produc-
tion and hence net emission reduction. Lastly, it’s also important to
acknowledge that today’s oil market may differ structurally from that
of 1986, which underscores the need to assess the external validity of

8ep = %−change in production
%−change in price = 0.0214

0.247 = 0.087. % - change in production is the
change in global oil production from 1st of April 1986 to 1st of May 1986. % -
change in price is the change in the real price of oil from 1st of April 1986 to 1st of
May 1986.
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our findings carefully. Any attempt to generalize these findings beyond
the scope of our analysis must be approached with caution to avoid
misleading conclusions.
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4 Methodology

Through an examination of the impact of the Norwegian strike on global
production and prices, we have gained insight into the characteristics of
a temporary shock to Norwegian production. However, these findings
were based on the global context of 1986, necessitating further inves-
tigation to determine if the same results persist into the present day.
To achieve this objective, we will employ a structural vector autoregres-
sion (SVAR) model that reproduces the size and magnitude of the 1986
strike. If the findings are consistent under the present-day conditions,
they can be used to interpret our final results.

To comprehensively address our research question, we must generate a
permanent shock to Norwegian production. To accomplish this, we will
apply the conditional forecasting approach described in Section 4.2.

4.1 Structural Vector Autoregression (SVAR) ap-

proach

There is no explicit agreement among researchers on how to model global
oil markets. However, using Vector Autoregression (VAR) models com-
bined with identification strategies and explanatory variables has be-
come increasingly popular in the field since Kilian’s (2009) seminal pa-
per. This approach builds on Sims’ (1980) work and is based on a time
when the validity of traditional large-scale dynamic simultaneous equa-
tion models and exogeneity assumptions were questioned. Structural
VAR models have appealing properties, such as the ability to generate
impulse response functions and variance decompositions, which allow
for causal inference and assessment of the relative impact of exogenous
shocks on variables. However, whether these models provide true causal
inference relies heavily on the credibility of the identifying assumptions
being imposed.
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4.1.1 The general SVAR setup and identification strategy

A general SVAR(p) model with n variables can be written as Equation
1. B0 is the impact matrix containing n × n elements and shows how
the variables of interest respond to shocks εt at the current date t while
Yt is a vector of endogenous variables, and b is a vector of constants.
Bj captures all autoregressive coefficients and has the same dimensional
form as B0. εt is a vector of uncorrelated structural shocks, each with
unit variance. All vectors contain n× 1 elements.

B0Yt = b+

p∑
j=1

BjYt−j + εt, where εt
iid∼ N(0, I) (1)

The issue is that this model cannot be estimated as the elements of B0

cannot be identified. But if B0 is invertible, we can pre-multiply on both
sides to obtain the reduced form VAR shown in Equation 2.

Yt = a+

p∑
j=1

AjYt−j + et, where et
iid∼ N(0,Σe) (2)

Where a = B−1
0 b is a vector of constants, Aj = B−1

0 Bj is a n×n matrix,
and et = B−1

0 εt is a vector of error terms. The covariance matrix Σe is
positive semi-definite, and symmetric, often expressed as Equation 3.

Σe = E[ete
′

t] = B−1
0 (B−1

0 )
′

(3)

By making use of a lag operator, we can rewrite the reduced VAR as:

A(L)Yt = a+ et, where A(L) = (I −
∑p

p=1ApL
p)
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Pre-multiplying this with A(L)−1 gives us the moving average (MA)
representation of the reduced form VAR:

Yt = v +B(L)et, where B(L) = A(L)−1 and A(L)−1a = v

The inverse of A(L) exists if all its eigenvalues are less than unity in ab-
solute value, and the model is then stable. Given this, this reduced form
VAR can be estimated using standard methods. In this system, a single
shock is unlikely to occur in isolation, as the covariance matrix of et is
not diagonal and the errors can be correlated. This makes it challenging
to infer causality. We can express the reduced form errors using a linear
combination of a matrix that outlines the structural connections between
the uncorrelated (structural) shocks. We denote et = B−1

0 εt. However,
we still have the same problem as before, as we have an underidentified
system of equations. The SVAR has n2 contemporaneous parameters,
while the reduced form VAR has n(n + 1)/2 < n2 parameters in the
covariance matrix. Since Σe is a positive definite symmetric matrix, we
can achieve exact identification by restricting B−1

0 = S, where S is the
lower Cholesky factor of Σe. I.e., we impose exclusion restrictions on
B−1

0 . By assuming that E[ete
′
t] = I.9 We then get:

Yt = v +Θ(L)εt, where Θ(L) = B(L)S

By identifying S, we can compute Θ(L) through the reduced form B(L).
For the model to give wanted results, we must be able to identify the
structural parameters in Θj.

The original solution to the identification problem suggested by Sims
(1980) was to take in use a recursive system, i.e., restrict all elements of
B−1

0 above the main diagonal to be zero. This is possible for two rea-
sons. Firstly, there is exactly n(n − 1)/2 elements above the diagonal.
Secondly, we can make use of Cholesky Decomposition. However, by

9If S is lower triangular, we can write: E[ete
′

t] = S−1 E[ete
′

t](S
−1)

′
=

S−1(SS
′
)(S−1)

′
= I .
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making use of this identification strategy we are imposing assumptions
on the contemporaneous (structural) relationships between the shocks
and the variables in Yt. As Θ0 (The structural MA coefficients for the
companion form at time t = 0) only contains zeros in the upper triangu-
lar, variables in Yt ordered below do not affect variables ordered above
contemporaneously, making the ordering of variables essential. This as-
sumption does not need to be fulfilled in the following periods (j > 0)

as Θj(j ̸=0) are full matrices not subject to any restrictions. Lastly, to
derive the long-run impacts of a shock, we compute impulse response
functions (IRFs) expressed in Equation 4.

Θ(1) =
∞∑
h=0

∂Yl,t+h

∂εi,t
= θli,h, where l = 1, . . . , n and i = 1, . . . , n (4)

4.1.2 SVAR model including Norwegian production

Our starting point builds upon Kilian’s (2009) previous work. Kilian uti-
lized three variables at monthly frequencies: global crude oil production,
a self-constructed index of real activity, and the real price of oil. Our
specification aligns with Kilian’s approach, with two key distinctions.
Firstly, we expanded the model by including Norwegian production to
evaluate the significance of Norwegian crude oil production in the oil
market. Secondly, we have modified the measure for economic activ-
ity by employing the monthly world industrial production (WIP) index
developed and maintained by Baumeister and Hamilton (2019). The
reason for this is that Kilian’s index has already been transformed us-
ing the entire sample period, implying that forecasting results might be
subject to a look-ahead bias10 (Baumeister & Guérin, 2021, p. 7). As
we want to be consistent in the choice of index, and we want the index

10Look-ahead bias can arise when a study or simulation incorporates information
or data that was not accessible or known during the time frame under analysis.
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to reflect the current economic conditions, the WIP index is chosen for
both models. For more information about our data, see Appendix A.2.
∆nor.prod

∆g.prod

rea

lrpo


t

=


θ11 0 0 0

θ21 θ22 0 0

θ31 θ32 θ33 0

θ41 θ42 θ43 θ44



ε∆nor.prod

ε∆g.prod

εrea

εlrpo


t

+Θ1εt−1+· · ·+Θpεt−p

Where Θi, (i = 1, 2, . . . , p) are full matrices, and p is the number of lags.

The model presented above follows the ordering of variables as outlined
by Kilian (2009). Supply variables are at the top, followed by global de-
mand, and finally the oil price. The chosen ordering in the SVAR model
reflects the causal relationships and economic logic associated with the
variables and the oil market. Norwegian oil supply is placed first, fol-
lowed by global oil supply. Supply variables preceding demand, implies
that oil producers do not adjust their production levels in response to
shocks in aggregate demand within a month. This exclusion restric-
tion is plausible because oil producers are typically slow to respond to
demand shocks due to high adjustment costs. Supply-side factors are
typically considered to have a more immediate impact on the market
compared to demand-side factors. Supply shocks can quickly affect the
availability of oil in the market, leading to changes in prices and subse-
quent adjustments in demand. Finally, the oil price variable is placed
last as it is influenced by both supply and demand factors. Although oil
prices can be observed daily, economic agents take time to adjust their
behavior, resulting in a delayed impact on the level of real economic
activity.

To ensure the proper transmission of oil price shocks, considering mul-
tiple time lags is crucial. We use monthly data from 1974:M01 to
2019:M12, making it unproblematic to add many lags. Following the
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advice of Hamilton and Herrera (2004), we specify a high lag order and
set it to 24 to mirror Kilian (2009). This implies two years of lagged
endogenous variables.

4.1.3 Results from the SVAR model

Figure 3: Impulse responses of a 62% temporary reduction in Norwe-
gian oil production. Nprod and gprod are in accumulated responses.
The oil price is deflated and logged. Confidence Level: 68%.

The impulse response functions show how global oil production, oil price,
and real economic activity respond to a 62% negative temporary shock
to Norwegian oil production. We have shocked Norwegian production
by 62% to mimic the shock in conjunction with the 1986 strike to see
if our model produces the same results as we saw in 1986. Impulse re-
sponses that are not accumulated are included in Appendix A.3.
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The biggest effects are seen in the price. The sudden decrease in oil
production makes the price increase. The price peaks after 3 months
at a 6.5% increase, and the effects are significant with 68% confidence
bands for about six periods. In contrast, during the 1986 strike, which
also involved a temporary exogenous shock, the price increase was 27%.
However, as explained in Section 3, there might have been other fac-
tors contributing to this rise. While the direction and magnitude of the
shock are not far away from the findings of Rebei and Sbia (2021), the
persistence differs. Their VAR model estimates that a one percent11

temporary positive oil supply shock results in an immediate price de-
cline of -9.5% and that the price remains significantly below its long-term
level for more than five years. Our model only shows significant price
change for around 6 months. As mentioned in Section 2.3, the literature
extensively debates the significance of exogenous oil supply shocks in
explaining the fluctuations observed in oil prices. Our model reports
that the oil price reacts to supply shocks, which aligns with Hamilton
(2019) and the supply-side view.

Our model reports a short-term lagged increase in accumulated global
production in response to the shock. The increase is significant from
period five to eight and lies around 1.5%. The delayed response may
be attributed to the short-term inelasticity of the oil market. It is in-
teresting to see that other producers change their behavior within such
a relatively short period. One plausible explanation for the increased
production is the rise in oil prices accompanying the shock. The impulse
response function shows that other oil-producing countries produce more
in a short period after the shock, before then producing less, resulting
in no significant accumulated change in the long-term. Considering that
global accumulated production remains unchanged in the long run and
Norwegian accumulated production stabilizes at a lower level, this shock

1162% of Norwegian oil supply equals 1.32% of global oil supply in our data, so
the shocks in Rebei and Sbia (2021) are a bit smaller on aggregate (1% vs. 1.32%).
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would reduce total oil production, which means that the shock would
lead to lower CO2 emissions from oil. The same applies for the 1986
strike where Norwegian production returned to its original level after
around one month, and accumulated production stabilizes at a lower
level due to the disruption of the strike.

One thing to note is that the negative shock of 62% in our model is
just an inverse linear scaling of a positive 1% shock. In other words, we
have assumed linearity. It is important to be aware of the limitations
of our methodological approach. In econometric modeling, shocks with
very large magnitudes can have nonlinear effects on the variables being
analysed. It is possible that the linear scaling of the shock might not
accurately capture the full dynamics and complexities of the system. As
a result, the effects observed in our SVAR model may not fully represent
the real-world response. It is also worth noting that the effect on price
is not significant at a 95% confidence level.
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4.2 Conditional Forecast approach

To create a permanent shock to Norwegian oil production, we apply a
conditional forecast. Waggoner and Zha (1999) provide a conditional
forecast approach which is described in “Applied Bayesian economet-
rics for central bankers” written by Andrew Blake and Haroon Mumtaz
(Blake, & Mumtaz, 2017). This is a handbook for key topics in Bayesian
econometrics from an applied perspective. The approach described is
convenient for two reasons. First, it allows us to choose the duration
and size of the shock to Norwegian production. Second, it allows us to
analyse the response from global oil production and the real price of oil.

4.2.1 The conditional forecast approach in our context

First, assume a standard VAR(4) model iterated K times forward, as
shown in Equation 5.

Yt+K = c
K∑
j=0

Bj +
4∑

j=1

BjYt−1 + A0

K∑
j=0

Bjεt+K−j (5)

Yt+K is the K period ahead forecast and has been decomposed into three
components. When we constrain the J th variable in Yt+K to follow a
fixed path, we do also restrict the future structural shocks (εt+K−j).
Waggoner and Zha (1999) express these constraints on future innova-
tions as

Rε = r (6)

Where r is a (M × k) × 1 vector. M represents the number of con-
strained variables and k denotes the number of periods. In our model,
only Norwegian oil production is constrained (M = 1), and the forecast
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horizon is set to five years (k = 60).12 R is a matrix with dimensions
(M × k) × (N × k) where N is the number of variables in Yt+K . The
(N × k) × 1 vector ε contains the constrained future shocks and has a
least square solution that can be represented as ε̂ = R′(R′R)−1r (see,
Doan et al. 1983).

Further, r and R can be written as shown under. ε̂ is stacked as in
Equation 7.

r =


P − X̃t+1

P − X̃t+2

...
P − X̃t+k

 , R =


z11,1 · · · zN1,1 0 · · · 0

z12,1 · · · zN2,1 z11,1 · · · zN1,1 · · · 0
...

... . . . ...
z1k,1 · · · zNk,1 z1k−1,1 · · · zNk−1,1 · · · z11,1 · · · zN1,1


Note that P represents the values of the constrained path chosen, and
X̃t+1, X̃t+2, . . . , X̃t+k represents the unconditional forecasts for the con-
strained variable at all k periods (See Appendix, A.4). P is set to zero
for all 60 periods to shut down Norwegian production. The R matrix
shows all elements in the impulse responses made by the constrained
variables to the structural shocks ε at horizon 1, 2...k. In our model,
ε̂ has 240 rows. This implies that R has to be structured such that it
contains (60× 240) elements for Equation 6 to hold.

ε̂ =



ε̂1,t+1

...
ε̂N,t+1

...
ε̂1,t+h

...
ε̂N,t+h


(7)

12Horizon is 60 periods as the data is at monthly frequency.
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After ε̂ is calculated using the least square formula, we reshaped it to
a (60 × 4) matrix separating the shocks in different columns. We cal-
culated the conditional forecast in the same way as the unconditional
forecast. The only difference is that the conditional approach accounts
for the restricted shocks.

Waggoner and Zha (1999) introduced a Gibbs sampling algorithm13 that
we employed to determine the distribution of the conditional forecast.
They demonstrated that it is possible to compute both the mean (M̄)

and variance (V̄ ) of the distribution of the restricted future shocks ε by
applying the formulas shown in Equation 8. A detailed explanation of
the sampling algorithm is included in Appendix A.5.

M̄ = R′(R′R)−1r , V̄ = I −R′(RR′)−1R (8)

We iterated the algorithm for 10,00014 REPS and set a burn-in period
of 2,000 iterations. This implies that the first 2,000 iterations are not
accounted for in the final forecast to try to make sure that the sample
has converged. When the algorithm is done, the conditional forecasts
are stored in four different outcome matrices, one for each variable. The
outcome matrices in our model include 8, 000× 587 elements, where the
number of rows reflects the number of iterations (REPS − BURN),
and the columns represent both the past and forecasted data. The first
527 columns represent the past data, where the first 24 periods are
excluded because of the lags. The last 60 columns are the posterior
distribution at each forecast horizon, where the median of each column

13Gibbs Sampling is an iterative Monte Carlo Markov Chain technique employed
to estimate intricate joint distributions. It operates by drawing instances from the
distribution of each variable, conditioned on the current values of the remaining
variables (Makin, 2020).

14Increasing the number of draws above 10,000 comes at a great computational
cost and earlier attempts suggest that the sampler converges very quickly making
more draws unnecessary to perform valid inference.
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creates the median forecast shown in Figure 4 (Blue line). Examples of
these distributions are plotted and shown in Appendix A.6.

4.2.2 Results from the conditional forecast approach

When plotting the forecast conditional on a shutdown of Norwegian pro-
duction, we obtain the results represented in Figure 4 (See, Appendix
A.7, Figure 16 for zoomed-out plot). These results argue that global
production will increase for the first eight months when looking at the
median forecast (50th percentile). Thereafter, we see production de-
creasing and stabilizing at a lower level. The price of oil increases for
over a year before it flattens out towards the end of the horizon. Real
economic activity shows a large increase for the first part of the forecast
before decreasing back to its initial value.

Figure 4: Plot of CF results in the zero-restricted scenario. Dataset:
1974:M2 - 2019:M12. Forecast horizon: 60 periods (five years). Y-axis:
TBPD.

The forecast is done on raw data, and we see an upward trend in global
production. To account for how this affects our results, we made a fore-
cast where Norwegian production is restricted to 1,47615 TBPD, which

15We change the path by restricting P in the r vector to 1,476.
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is the mean production of the last 24 observations.16 The responses
from the other variables will work as a picture of what would happen
if Norwegian production was unchanged; see Appendix A.7, Figure 17.
At first glance, the responses from all variables look flatter. However, to
compare the two states more easily, we have plotted the median forecast
for both the zero-restricted and the mean-restricted scenarios in Figure
5.

Figure 5: Comparison of the median forecast for both the mean-
restricted scenario (Blue line) and zero-restricted scenario (Black line).
Y-axis: TBPD.

Global production in the zero-restricted forecast lies above the mean-
restricted forecast for the first ten months, indicating that other produc-
ers adjust their production in action to the demise of Norwegian pro-
duction. These results align with the short-term results obtained in the
structural VAR model. In both the 1986 strike and the structural VAR
representation, we concluded that global production was unchanged in
the long-term and hence, had some beneficial effects on the aggregated
CO2 level. To make arguments regarding the impact on the climate

16We evaluate the mean of the last two years as a good estimate of future unre-
stricted oil production.
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from this permanent shock, we must consider the total amount of bar-
rels produced. Since our global production variable excludes Norwegian
production, the blue line in Figure 6 shows the total amount of barrels
produced each day in the mean-restricted scenario.

Figure 6: Plot of CF results. Black line: Total oil production in
the zero-restricted scenario. Blue line: Total oil production in the
mean-restricted scenario. Gray line: Global oil production in the mean-
restricted scenario (excluding Norwegian production). Y-axis: TBPD.

By comparing the mean-restricted scenario (blue line, Figure 6) with
the zero-restricted scenario (black line, Figure 6), we see that shutting
down Norwegian oil production has no effect on CO2 emissions for the
first nine months as other producers will increase their production in re-
sponse. However, from a longer perspective, shutting down Norwegian
production results in fewer barrels produced each day from the ninth
month until the end of our horizon. It is evident that global production
has consistently decreased, leading to a smaller overall cumulative pro-
duction in the zero-restricted scenario. The new level is approximately
7.2% lower than production would have been, which we consider to be
a unrealistic decline, especially considering that the Norwegian produc-
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tion shutdown only accounts for a 2% reduction in global production.

Figure 7: The real price of oil in $/bbl. Forecasted price of oil in the
zero-restricted scenario (black line). Forecasted price of oil in the mean-
restricted scenario (blue line). CPI Deflated.

To examine the impact on the real oil price, we have transformed the
logged data back to its original form. The findings indicate that, af-
ter adjusting for inflation, the oil price rises from $22/bbl to approx-
imately $90/bbl within a two-year period. This price escalation can
be attributed to the shutdown of Norwegian production as well as the
overall decline in global production in the zero-restricted scenario. One
caveat to this result is that we have imposed a remarkably large shock to
a linear model. If the underlying economic processes are nonlinear in the
space that we push the model into, then our model’s predictions become
less accurate. This result should therefore be interpreted as an upper
bound of the implied price response. If we look at the 10th percentile
forecast for the oil price represented by the orange line in Figure 4, it
suggests that the two-year ahead price lies around $48/bbl. This is more
in line with reasonable expectations. The price starts converging back
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after two years and lies around $40/bbl for the median forecast and at
$30/bbl for the 10th percentile forecast at the end of our horizon. These
outcomes are consistent with those observed in the temporary scenarios,
but with greater magnitude and durability.

The forecast shows that Real Economic Activity is changing a lot during
our horizon. The contemporaneous increase in economic activity and
oil price is a bit counter intuitive as one would think that demand falls
when oil prices rise. However, economic agents are slow to adjust their
behaviour, which can explain the later fall in Real Economic Activity.
The median forecast in Figure 5 shows that Real Economic Activity is
constant when the oil price is unchanged.
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5 Conclusion

As the urgent need to transition away from fossil fuels grows, this thesis
has examined Norway’s ability to influence the world’s oil market. To
accomplish this, we first analysed the 1986 oil strike to investigate the
response of the global oil market to a decrease in Norwegian oil pro-
duction during that period. Subsequently, a structural VAR model is
utilized to examine the persistence of the findings derived from the 1986
strike within a temporary context. Finally, we employed a conditional
forecast to analyse the effect in a permanent shock scenario.

Our results suggest that large temporary shocks to Norwegian produc-
tion influence the price of oil. The 1986 strike contributed to a 27% rise
in the oil price while our structural VAR model reproducing the same
shock suggest a 6.5% increase in the price after three months. Regarding
global oil production, the temporary shock in the SVAR model gave a
short-term accumulated increase in production, but reported no signif-
icant change in the long-term. In the case of a permanent shutdown,
we saw no effect on global production in the short-term but a positive
impact after around nine months. Global production stabilizes at a
lower level, leading to beneficial effects on CO2 emissions from oil. The
shutdown also highly influences the price, increasing it from 22$/bbl to
90$/bbl during the first two years, before decreasing to approximately
$40/bbl at the end of our horizon. The price if Norway continues pro-
duction is unchanged.

To take this analysis further, we propose implementing the conditional
forecast methodology to a downscaling of Norwegian production instead
of a complete shutdown. By doing so, the analysis will better capture
the real-world implications and potentially sidestep the issues of nonlin-
earity. Additionally, we recommend considering the economic impact on
Norway before reaching any conclusive decisions regarding the course of
action to be taken.
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A Appendix

A.1 Section 3 - Plot of the WTI futures market 1986

Figure 8: Plot of the 1st, 2nd, 6th, and 11th position of the NYMEX
WTI futures prices in deviations from the WTI spot price for Crude oil.
01.01.86–25.06.08, daily frequency. The shaded area marks the 1986
strike. Y-axis: deviation from spot in dollars. Data is retrieved from
Macrobond.
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A.2 Section 4.1.2 - The Data

Variable Description
∆nor.prod Norwegian crude oil production, including lease

condensate, in thousands of barrels per day. Re-
trieved from EIA. (We use log-differenced data in
the SVAR model, and raw data for the conditional
forecast.)

∆g.prod Global crude oil production, including lease con-
densate, in thousands of barrels per day. Re-
trieved from EIA. Norwegian production has been
subtracted from global production. (We use log-
differenced data in the SVAR model, and raw data
for the conditional forecast.)

rea Monthly World Industrial Production (WIP) in-
dex. Source: Baumeister, C. and J.D. Hamil-
ton (2019). Data available on Baumeister’s per-
sonal website: https://sites.google.com/s
ite/cjsbaumeister/datasets We chose to use
the 24-month growth of the WIP index as it pro-
vides a longer-term perspective on global activity.
This approach smoothes out short-term fluctua-
tions and provides a more stable measure of over-
all industrial production trends, which is useful
when focusing on long-term patterns.

lrpo CPI deflated U.S. crude oil imported acquisition
cost by refiners (the real price of oil), logged. Re-
trieved from EIA.

Table 1: The data

The data is in monthly frequency and goes from 1974:M01–2019:M12 for
both the structural VAR and the conditional forecast. We chose to ex-
clude data from 2020–2023 to avoid the exceptional disruptions caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic, allowing for a clearer analysis of normal
market conditions and long-term trends.
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We have taken the first difference in oil production data to transform it
into a stationary series to ensure the invertibility of the reduced form
coefficient matrix and promote the stability of the VAR system. This
transformation helps eliminate non-stationarity, enabling more reliable
and robust analysis of the relationships between variables in the model.
The data is logged as it allows for interpretation in terms of percentage
changes, stabilizes variances, linearizes nonlinear relationships, and fa-
cilitates the analysis of elasticities.

Figure 9: Plot of Norwegian crude oil production, including lease con-
densate. 1974:M01–2019:M12. Source: EIA.

Figure 10: Plot of Global crude oil production, including lease con-
densate (Blue line). Plot of Global Production - Norwegian Production
(Grey line). 1974:M01–2019:M12. Source: EIA.
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Figure 11: Monthly World Industrial Production (WIP) index.
1974:M01–2019:M12. Source: Baumeister, C. and J.D. Hamilton (2019).

Figure 12: Plot of the CPI deflated U.S. crude oil imported acquisition
cost by refiners (the real price of oil), 1974:M01–2019:M12. Source: EIA.
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A.3 Section 4.1.3 - Impulse responses from struc-

tural VAR

Figure 13: Impulse responses of a 62% temporary reduction in Norwe-
gian oil production. Log-differenced production data, not accumulated.
Confidence Level: 68%.

Following the 62% shock, production recovers quickly and surpasses its
original level in the second period. After three periods, Norwegian pro-
duction returns back to normal. This is slightly different from the 1986
strike, where production did not exceed its original level after the shock.
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A.4 Section 4.2.1 - Unconditional forecast computa-

tion

X̃t+1, X̃t+2, . . . , X̃t+k are computed by first making an (horizon+L×N)
matrix of zeros. We use 24 lags also for the conditional forecast, making
the matrix (84× 4). Next, we initiated a loop to generate forecasts for
each period beyond the observed data. Within this loop, lagged values
of the forecasted endogenous variables are stored in a matrix. To cap-
ture the lagged relationship between the variables, the loop iterates over
the lags for each period and appends the lagged values of the forecasted
variables to the matrix. To construct the forecast for the current pe-
riod, the stacked matrix is multiplied by the coefficient matrix, which
contains the estimated coefficients of the VAR model. This multiplica-
tion yields the forecasted values for the current period. The forecasted
values are then assigned to the corresponding row of the first generated
matrix, this is repeated for each period in the forecast horizon. After
the loop is complete, the initial lagged periods, which were initialized
with observed data, are removed from the forecast. This step ensures
that only the unconditional forecast values remain.

The resulting matrix contains the unconditional forecast values for all
four variables in Yt+K . In our r matrix, we have used the values for
Norwegian production, which corresponds to the first column of the
matrix.
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A.5 Section 4.2.1 - Gibbs sampling algorithm

Step 0) Create parameters.

First, create a parameter that determines the total number of itera-
tions for the algorithm (REPS) and a parameter that determines the
number of initial iterations to discard as the burn-in period (BURN).
Second, create empty matrices to hold the forecasts of the variables
(out1, . . . , out4). Third, initialize the conditional forecasts (Ŷg) and the
error variance (σ).

Step 1) Initialise the VAR coefficients and the impact matrix (A0).

First, extend the dataset to include the forecasted values (Y ⋆
t = [Yt; Ŷt+k]).

By doing this, the draws of the VAR parameters consider the restrictions
imposed on the forecasts (Rε = r). Second, take lags of the data to con-
struct the input matrix (X⋆

t ). Then, calculate the conditional mean (M)
and variance (V ) by implying M = X⃗⋆/Y⃗ ⋆ and V = σ ⊗ (X⋆′X⋆)−1.17

After that, draw the VAR parameters from a multivariate normal distri-
bution. Lastly, draw σ from the inverse Wishart (IW) distribution, and
calculate A0 by performing Cholesky on σ. Waggoner and Zha (1999)
show that the choice of identification strategy does not affect the con-
ditional forecast as it only depends on the reduced VAR. Cholesky is
therefore chosen for calculating A0 out of simplicity.

Step 2) Construct unconditional forecast, the R matrix, and the r matrix.

First, compute the impulse responses by using the updated impact ma-
trix and the VAR parameters drawn in step 2. Note that the matrix

17The Kronecker product, denoted by ⊗, is a binary operation that takes two
matrices and produces a larger matrix by combining each element of the first matrix
with the second matrix.
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storing the parameters has to be reshaped to a (NL + 1 × N) matrix.
Second, calculate the unconditional forecast in the same way as shown
in Appendix A.4 by using the new VAR parameters. Then, construct
a new R matrix using the new responses and a new r matrix using the
new unconditional forecast. Now, compute the mean and variance of
the distribution of the restricted structural shocks (See, Equation 8).

Step 3) Construct conditional forecast.

First, draw the structural shocks from the N(M̄, V̄ ) distribution and
reshape the draws to contain (N ×Horizon) elements. Then, compute
the conditional forecast by using the same approach as for the uncondi-
tional forecast, but include the drawn restrictions in combination with
the new impact matrix.

The forecasted values for each variable are then appended to their re-
spective outcome matrices. The algorithm runs for an REPS amount
of iterations and updates the error covariance and VAR parameters. For
each time, new forecasts are generated after the burn-in stage BURN .
The final forecasts are stored in the outcome (out1, . . . , out4) matrices
after the algorithm is complete.
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A.6 Section 4.2.1 - Posterior distribution

Figure 14: Posterior distribution for the first forecast period in the
zero-restricted scenario.

Figure 15: Posterior distribution for the first forecast period in the
mean-restricted scenario.
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A.7 Section 4.2.2 - Plot of results (CF)

Figure 16: Plot of CF in the zero-restricted scenario. Dataset:
1974:M2–2019:M12. Forecast horizon: 60 periods (five years).

Figure 17: Plot of CF in the mean-restricted scenario. Dataset:
1974:M2–2019:M12. Forecast horizon: 60 periods (five years).
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